
DOGECOIN BEST PRACTICES & 
MINING GUIDELINES



It is crucial to have your DOGECOIN wallet connected to one of your mining 
devices at all times to get mining rewards.  This device should be powered on 
with a stable internet connection with computing power for mining rewards. 

Please do not allow your device to hibernate or turn off, as this may result in 
missing rewards. In case you want to switch off or not use your system for 

mining for a while, then please log out from your doge.digitalatto.io account.

 

1.Always Keep Your Wallet
Connected to Mining Account



This means ensuring that your mining operation runs without interruption 
around the clock, without any breaks or downtime.

2.Maintain continuous 24/7 mining operations.



This involves having a specific device, such as a computer/PC/Laptop solely designated 
for the purpose of cryptocurrency mining, without using it for other tasks.

3.Must have a device completely 
dedicated for mining



This entails having a reliable and consistent internet connection to ensure uninterrupted 
communication with the mining pool and network, minimizing the risk of disruptions to 
mining activities.

4.Ensure a stable internet connection:



This involves having a reliable and uninterrupted power source to keep your mining 
devices running smoothly without any unexpected shutdowns or interruptions.

5.Ensure a stable power supply.



This means ensuring that all mining device and browsers remain active and operational 
from the start to the end of the mining process, without any pauses or breaks.

6.Keep your devices operational throughout 
the mining process:



This involves refraining from closing or terminating any mining software or applications 
running on your device during the mining process to maintain continuous operation and 
maximize mining efficiency.

7.Avoid closing any mining windows while 
in operation:



If you are mining with multiple accounts in one device, follow below method:
1 Browser maximum 2 accounts

Eg: 1 Chrome & 1 Incognito

If you are mining for free follow 1 account per device

8.Multiple Accounts Same Device- Follow 
the guidelines:



It's best to avoid these modes while mining, as they can interrupt 
the mining process and reduce efficiency. Mining typically requires 
continuous operation to maximize returns, and these low-power 

modes can negatively impact mining performance.

 

9.Avoid Sleep/ Hibernate/ Hybrid Sleep 
Mode:



To optimize mining performance, you may want to adjust your 
computer's power management settings. For example, you can set your 
computer to "High Performance" mode to prioritize mining efficiency. 

Make sure your computer doesn't automatically enter Sleep or Hibernate 
mode after a period of inactivity.

 

10.Power Management Settings & 
Uninterrupted Internet Connectivity:



If you are a free miner, your trial will end on the 14th day, and you must 

deposit a minimum of 200 Dogecoins to avoid your account suspension. 

11.Free Miners 



Your rewards will depend on how much you contributed when you withdraw. 
Kindly note: We regret to inform you that we cannot offer further assistance if you are 

not adhering to the basic mining guidelines.

Violating this rule may result in penalties or account suspension, so it's essential 
for users to adhere to the platform's guidelines and only operate within the 

specified terms of service.

Important Notice:



1. Sleep Mode
2. Hibernate Mode
3. Hybrid Sleep
4. Shut Down
5. Restart
6. Lock screen
7. Disconnection of the internet
8. Logout from the mining account

Avoid these :



EXAMPLE IMAGE OF MINING DEVICES-ALWAYS 
CONNECT TO INTERNET & POWER



DOGECOIN DEPOSIT GUIDELINES:



● Note: If your deposit is less than 200 Dogecoins, it will not be added 
to your mining account, potentially resulting in a loss. 

● Therefore, we highly recommend depositing between 
approximately 203 to 205 Dogecoins, including gas fees, to ensure 
successful addition to your account and avoid any potential losses.

TO INCREASE YOUR MINING SPEED (DHS), YOU MAY 
DEPOSIT DOGECOINS



IF YOU DON’T HAVE DOGECOINS TO INCREASE DHS, YOU MAY BUY FROM OUR WEBSITE
https://packages.digitalatto.io/product/doge-mining-premium-package-monthly/

https://packages.digitalatto.io/product/doge-mining-premium-package-monthly/


DOGECOIN WITHDRAWAL GUIDELINES:



● MINIMUM WITHDRAWAL PER DAY: 200 DOGECOINS 
● MAXIMUM WITHDRAWAL PER DAY: 500 DOGECOINS

WITHDRAWAL PER DAY



● Withdrawals may impact the deduction of your DHS, potentially 
resulting in a deduction of up to 90%.

WITHDRAWAL IMPACT



TO GET UPDATES ABOUT MINING PROGRAM CONNECT WITH US



JOIN OUR DOGE MINING SOCIAL MEDIA

https://www.facebook.com/dogeminingcommunity

https://www.instagram.com/dogecoinminingcommunity/

https://twitter.com/dogedgtlmining

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2RVsh5CNGhRk5_
Oj8lfnlA

https://whatsapp.com/channel/0029VaOWveWEQIarAa
9r0T2H

https://t.me/digitalattouk



JOIN OUR DIGITALATTO SOCIAL MEDIA

https://www.facebook.com/digitalatto/

https://www.instagram.com/digitalatto_dgtl/

https://t.me/digitalatto

https://twitter.com/DigitalattoDGTL

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2RVsh5
CNGhRk5_Oj8lfnlA




